EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FOR A HYPOTHETICAL MARKETING PLAN
Every business needs a smart marketing plan to attract loans, money and investors. The executive summary is a
concise review of the sections in the marketing.

Writing the summary is a good opportunity to check that your plan makes sense and that you haven't missed
any important points. Look for where you can capitalise on your strengths or where you need to overcome a
weakness. These carbonators are made out of recycled aluminum and consumers send them in when they are
empty to receive back a full one. Add and delete as is appropriate. Take a look at your SWOT analysis to see
what your competitors are doing well on and what similar opportunities there are for you in that area. The
consideration stage is when your consumer has defined their problem and are researching the different
approaches and options they have. To grab their attention in the awareness stage, you may want to do targeted
ads for people searching about summer lake activities, things to do in the summer on the water, or more
specifically â€” paddle board rentals. This group, which purchases more watches per capita than those older, is
our primary market segment. In addition to gaining new customers, your marketing plan can address how to
communicate with existing shoppers. Many investors use the executive summary to determine if they want to
delve into the marketing plan. Your timeframe should be soon enough to be reachable, but far enough away
that you have time to put in the work to complete the goal. Simplicity: No need to purchase from convenience
stores or purchase in bulk packaging from wholesale stores. Sustainable Product - b-Refreshed drink system
provides environmental benefits by minimizing the carbon footprint of consumers who purchase single
serving drinks. This is why so many marketers who create long-form marketing plans like this then
immediately shift into task mode: Steve should call the PR firm and get them working on a news release
schedule and maybe start prepping a press conference. Lastly in the decision stage, personalized remarketing
ads or a promotion could tip them over the edge and into a purchase. Growth in current markets is expected to
be limited. For example, you might need to think about what brochures you need, and whether they need to be
available for digital distribution by email or from your website. Buyer personas are mock personalities for
shoppers who will be buying your products. Aloe vera and bee pollen both help with vitality, stamina and
elastin repair. We have extensive experience in the manufacture of innovative, high quality, precision plastics
and timing devices permitting us to offer the consumer value in a branded fashion watch. How to Summarize
Understand that the executive summary is not an introduction to the person reading it. Measurable - whatever
your objective is, you need to be able to check whether you have reached it or not when you review your plan.
Achievable - you must have the resources you need to achieve the objective. All of these benefits are very
important to everyone as we grow older. Track your progress and set your goals in a spreadsheet to keep
everyone updated on the progress and show the status of your marketing plans. Well, that depends on your
business and overall strategy. While this is the first page of your marketing plan, it should be the last one
written so you can summarize all the information and strategies your team came up with. You should also
include a snapshot of the financial projections and potential return on investment. SWOT Analysis Strengths:
healthy alternative, environmentally friendly, customizable, rate of growth of industry, sustainable competitive
advantage through improvision. Realistic - targets should stretch you, not demotivate you because they are
unreasonable. What are possible barriers for them? Watch purchases are more likely by consumers in the
northeast and Midwest. One third of the way through a test may be a good time to look and see how your
marketing plans have been coming along. Target market. SWOT Analysis: Strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats in the market and in comparison to competitors.

